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 F
airfield locals’ favorite shop for 
curated gifts, home furnishings, 
and lifestyle products has 

moved (right down the street). Sandra 
Halstead founded Beehive in 2013, 
bringing on partner, Lesley Collins, 
after an initial expansion in 2018. 
And now, the hive is growing again. 
The design duo is excited to continue 
offering interior design services for 
projects of any scope, alongside the 
thoughtfully sourced collections from 
hundreds of vendors across the globe 
for which their storefront is best known. 
Tackling a primary bedroom reno and 
not sure where to begin? Customers at 
Beehive can schedule in-store product 
consultations, where a specialist will 
guide them in selecting furnishings 

A BIGGER, BETTER BEEHIVE OPENS IN FAIRFIELD

BUZZWORTHY
right off the floor, or in creating a plan 
for window treatments, fabrics, seating, 
and much more. Need the perfect 
gift for someone who’s notoriously 
impossible to shop for? You can trust 
them to help you find something 
unique, personal, and unforgettable. 
It’s this level of service that has kept 
customers coming back and made it 
possible for the brand to grow. “We are 
so lucky to have the kindest and most 
loyal customers, who have supported 
us at our best, have accommodated 
us when there has been room for 
improvement, and allowed us the 
opportunity to spread our wings,” says 
Halstead.  
1499 Post Road, Fairfield; 
thebeehivefairfield.com

by v e r o n i c a  s c h o r r

left: The candle selection is endless, and we’re partial to the store’s signature scent. center: Halstead and Collins stand in the newly designed space. right: Shelves are stocked with 
accessories for every styling scenario. below: With a larger layout (over 5,000 square feet), there is more room for home furnishings to be set up on the store floor. 
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STAMFORD’S ACCURATE LOCK &  
HARDWARE CELEBRATES 50 YEARS

OPENING 
DOORS

top left: Fresh pastries are brought in daily. top center: Jayson’s blueberry puff pastry.  
right: Brody sets the table with fresh flowers. bottom left: Arden’s seasonal corn salad with 

avocado and tomato; an order of toast with fresh peaches and prosciutto.

left: Jill Brody and Laura Jayson. above right: Arden’s has already become a local favorite. 
below right: Custom ceramic mugs sit on hand-dyed napkins.

S
ince its July opening, Arden’s café in Rowayton has seen a steady stream of 
visitors. Owners and Rowayton locals Jill Brody and Laura Jayson knew just what 
the charming seaside town needed: a neighborhood spot for coffee, a seasonal, 

fresh but un-fussy menu, and a gathering spot for the community. Word of mouth spread 
quickly about the offerings, sourced with ingredients from Flour Water Salt Bread in 
Darien and Millstone Farm in Wilton, as well as delicious treats baked by Jayson, a former 
pastry chef. But we’re guessing that returning customers are also coming back to steal 
some inspiration from the Mediterranean coastal design. Wave-like woven pendant 
shades hang overhead, and streaks of ocean blue show up on striped seat cushions and 
hand-dyed napkins. All the personal and thoughtful details that Brody and Jayson have 
created will have you adding Arden’s to you regular rotation.  
158 Rowayton Avenue, Norwalk; ardensrowayton.com

Going Coastal
Vacation vibes and easy eats 

at ARDEN’S in Rowayton 
 W hat do Jon Bon 

Jovi, Carnegie Hall, 
and the Canadian 

House of Commons have 
in common? An expert job 
done by Stamford’s very own 
Accurate Lock & Hardware. 
With best-in-class industry 
expertise and a commitment 
to customer satisfaction, it’s 
no wonder the family-run 
business has served the 
Fairfield County community 
and beyond for 50 years, 
attracting clientele like 
the White House, the U.S. 
Department of Justice, and 
Martha Stewart, to name just 

above: The family behind Accurate’s legacy, from left to right: Reed M. 
Salvatore, CEO; Ronald M. Salvatore, Chairman; Rodd Salvatore, Vice President.

above: Accurate proudly restored 
the hardware found throughout the 
state capitol building of Ohio.

above: “Henderson” door knobs 
designed by Thom Filicia for Accurate.

like the recently launched 
Thom Filicia for Accurate 
collection. Accurate has 
been a lifelong investor in 
not only modern, advanced 
equipment, but also in 
training and empowering 
its employees, who are “the 
lifeblood of our company,” 
according to Salvatore. An 
impressive track record of 
everything from historic 
restorations to large-scale 
projects (like the U.S. Capitol 
Building and the Diet 
Building in Tokyo) has made 
Accurate Lock & Hardware 
the first choice for any 
customer’s architectural door 
hardware needs.  
1 Annie Place, Stamford; 
accuratelockandhardware 
.com

a few. Founded by Ronald 
Salvatore and his wife, 
Joanne, in 1972, Accurate 
has always manufactured 
all its products in Stamford. 
The company even has a 
bespoke division that focuses 
on designer partnerships, 



DESIGNERS’ 
OWN  
HOMES 
 Hoping for some inspiration? 

We’re taking you on a tour  
of three expertly-designed spaces. 
In this case, the experts are local 
designers, and they’re putting their 
talents to use in their own homes. 
Take a peek at how they live,  
what they love and how they  
channel truly personal style.

interviews by megan gagnon and veronica schorr
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Go ahead, try it out. Point your phone’s
camera at the Flowcode to scan.

MEET FLOWCODE,
THE NEXT GENERATION OF QR CODES
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SHELLEY MORRIS 
A light and airy retreat blends new pieces with storied antiques

interview with shelley morris,  shelley morris interiors  //   photographer jared kuzia

above: A pendant from the Noguchi Museum heightens and brightens the living room. DWR’s take on the classic Eames lounge chair and ottoman  
is a nod to mid-century mod. opposite page: A black staircase adds drama to the striking front entry; artwork by Ayn Kraven matches the mood.  

A cousin of the famed Cherner Chair sits close by.
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left: The doors, 
windows, and 
roof of the Cape-
style home were 
replaced, and 
the exterior was 
repainted. below: 
A stone patio in 
the backyard has 
plenty of seating 
(from DWR) for 
entertaining guests.

Who lives here? 

My husband and I. Our thinking had always been, “Once our daughter 
has a husband, and we have a grandchild, we want them to come and stay 
with us, so we need plenty of room.” But what ended up happening is that 
my daughter found a house two miles from us! So, we don’t really need all 
the space we currently have, but it is nice. We did a tremendous 
amount of work on it, so in many respects, it’s like a brand-new house 
while still having the charm and character of an older house. 

How did you find your house, and what elements attracted you to it?

We had sold our home in New Canaan, and we had a three-or four-month 
closing. We knew we wanted to live in Westport. It had always been a 
dream of ours to retire there because of how great the community is. 
The reason we were attracted to this particular property is because we 
fell in love with the Old Hill neighborhood. We were a little nervous 
about moving too close to the water because of climate change and flood 
insurance. We’re in our sixties, and the idea of having to deal with those 
kinds of costs going forward was not attractive to us. So, we wanted an 
area that was far enough away to not have to deal with flooding, but still 
close enough to town, which we are. I actually walk to my daughter’s 
house and back! The property is a mature property, so we knew we 
wouldn’t have to be landscaping it. 
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above, left: A fireplace keeps things cozy during winter months. above, right: The homeowner opts for  
a neutral palette to allow for easy updating.

above: A gilt antique Swedish 
wall clock keeps time while a 

handmade vessel from Turkey sits 
atop a regency mahogany pedestal. 

below: A bust by Jocelyn Braxton 
Armstrong.
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Tell me about the color palette.

It kind of goes back to my trajectory in design. When I first started, it was 
the ’80s, and everybody was doing English-country, ultra-layered, tons of 
pattern, colors all over the place, jewel tones, and all of that. I found that 
all those colors, patterns, and layers became suffocating. I liked it for a 
period of time, and then I grew tired of it. I was drawn to light, airy, more 
minimalist spaces. Even though I love to collect things, I don’t really look 
to display those things all at once. I do find that if the envelope of the 
house—meaning the walls, the ceilings, and the floors—is kind of neutral, 
you can really bring things in as needed. You can get color from things 
like a book collection, or a beautiful sheet on a bed, or throw pillows, or 
ceramics. By keeping the walls mostly white and doing some accents of 
black, the house has a dramatic feeling while remaining neutral, so that 
when I want to introduce color, or change my collections, or put art up, 
I’m able to do what I want to do. 

What’s the story behind your antiques and the collectibles on your 

walls?

I’ve been in this business for 30 years, so I’m a bit of a collector. I think 
most designers are. I had a lot of furniture that I had brought with me 
from prior homes; things I really loved, and pieces of furniture that were 
given to me from clients who were moving or downsizing. The art and 
the collections I have all hold great meaning for me. I wanted to do a lot 
of work to make sure that I could incorporate them into the new space, 
which I really was able to do, for the most part, minus a few things that I 
wanted my daughter to have for her home.

What room is the heart of your home? Why?

My husband and I spend the bulk of our time on the first floor. We tend 
to sit in the great room, which has a large, contemporary, L-shaped 
sectional. It’s a very inviting space to be in. But we also love the main 
bedroom, which is on the first floor of the house. I remodeled the space 
from a sitting room that had a very small closet and a very tight bathroom 
into a reorganized space with a large closet, a smaller sleeping area with 
bookshelves, and a really cozy fireplace. There’s also a little dressing room 
area, and I enlarged the bathroom to have two sinks and a nice bathtub.

Tell me about the kitchen design.

I’m not a big cook, so I’m not as particular about how the kitchen is 
arranged. I like to have storage, so we have a nice butler pantry. The 
kitchen itself has a lot of lower cabinets, because I like a more European 
vision for a kitchen, where you’re not surrounded by tons of cabinetry all 
over the place. It has a double oven, an island, and stove. It originally had 
limestone countertops that were chipping and just didn’t look very fresh 
anymore, so I removed them. Not even meaning to, I found this absolutely 
stunning piece of quartzite in a stone yard that immediately struck me as 
an abstract piece of art. It was an interesting find, in that I was already 
going in this direction of black and white, and I then found this beautiful 
black and white quartzite that became the new countertops. That was the 

“I do find that if the  
envelope of the house—
meaning the walls,  
the ceilings, and the floors—  
is kind of neutral, you can 
really bring things in  
as needed.” 
—shelley morris
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A center island, made 
of black and white 

quartzite, complements 
the cabinetry color 

choices. 
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—shelley morris

“I love bringing in things from the past, 
and things that are modern, and making 

them work together in a space so that  
you really can’t pinpoint when  

the space was done.” 
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above, left: A beloved collection of English ironstone and transferware is on display in the butler pantry, with Farrow & Ball Pitch Black on the cabinets. above, right: In the powder room,  
a Moroccan handmade tiled wall lends an illusory effect. opposite page: A gorgeous live edge table from BDDW in NYC and an antique, hand-painted cabinet give the dining room 

character.

centerpiece, for me, of the kitchen. I also painted the cabinets, changed 
all the hardware on them, and replaced all the appliances with new ones. 
I’m extremely happy with the kitchen, and I love being in it.

We love the oversize lighting in the living room. Tell me about your plan 

for that room.

I love Japanese design. I think the originals of that piece were Noguchi, 
at one time. Since I have a very high ceiling in the living room, I wanted 
to do something that would give me nice light and be very soft-looking. 
I kept seeing images of these Noguchi-style lanterns, and I love that look, 
so I ordered it and waited quite a while for it to come in! 

So that piece came to you first, and you designed around it?

I tend to design more holistically, around the vibe of the entire house. 
You should always have a furniture plan, no matter how experienced of a 

designer you are. I had created a furniture plan before I even started doing 
anything. I took inventory of what I had, and plotted each space, like I 
would do for any client. I did the work ahead of time, and that’s what any 
good designer would do. 

How would you describe your style?

I’m very influenced by Northern European, sort of Nordic design and 
Swedish design. About 20-some-odd years ago, Axel Vervoordt had 
burst onto the design scene, and he just took my breath away with his 
spaces. His first venture into design was more architectural, and he’d 
buy these homes—usually castles or mansions—throughout Antwerp 
and Belgium and totally redo them, furnishing them with modern art, 
adding finishes to the walls, and using color in very new ways. The homes 
were transformed from being old, dark, and outdated to being fresh and 
timeless. It was very light and airy, and I just glommed onto it! I am such 
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left: A sectional from West Out East (Westport) is modern and comfy. Behind is a painting by Paul Balmer. right: Custom bookshelves lead to the second-floor sitting room. 
below: Natural light from a perfectly positioned window makes the sitting room a bookworm’s dream.
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an advocate of that work; I love bringing in things from the past, and 
things that are modern, and making them work together in a space so that 
you really can’t pinpoint when the space was done. It’s always my goal to 
create a space that feels appropriate and timeless. To me, that’s the best 
possible outcome of a project.

What’s your favorite part about your home? 

I like to walk into my home and feel that it is personal; that it’s an 
expression of who I am that is very specific, and that it’s been crafted to 
suit my own needs, my personality, my husband’s personality, and how we 
live our lives. And that I have a lot of “old friends.” My decorative pieces, 
like my Asian screens and my artwork, have been around for 40 years, 
almost! I even have a ficus tree that my husband and I bought before 
we had our child. It’s 40 years old and sits in our family room. We call it 
Auntie Ficus, and it’s my daughter’s only sibling. 
—interview by veronica schorr

Resources

Interior Design: Shelley Morris Interiors, 914-262-0101; shelleymorrisinteriors.com

Painter/Contractor: Creative Painting Services, 203-382-4688

Contractor: Luis F. Silva Carpentry LLC, 203-942-9236

left: In the primary bedroom, Morris kept the original 
bookshelves and mantel but remodeled the fireplace 
with handmade Moroccan tiles. above: Custom 
cabinetry and modern fittings help make the primary 
bathroom roomy enough for two. below: An antique 
captain’s bed, a seventeenth-century French tapestry, 
and framed early needlework samples add a rich 
sense of history to this second bedroom.
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interview with olivia charney,  olivia charney interior design  //   photographer amy vischio

OLIVIA CHARNEY
A designer combines her southern charm with  

her partner’s rustic roots to create farmhouse glam set on 
nine perfect acres

above: This family farm’s seasonal offerings include Connecticut peaches, various apples, and 30 different types of produce. 
opposite page: Homeowner and interior designer, Olivia Charney, stands proudly by her barn.
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above: Blending old and new elements is what gives  
this home texture, contrast, and its undeniable charm. 
right: Original columns from President Taft’s apartment 
in New York are a conversation starter in this glamorous 
foyer.

How did you find this house, and how long have you been here?
My husband is a real estate professional and developer. We’ve always had 
this kind of relationship where he finds the real estate and then passes it 
over to me. He found this site after looking for a long time. We didn’t end 
up purchasing it until 2014. Originally, we had plans and permits to work 
with the existing structure, but it didn’t prove to be the best decision. The 
house had not been maintained or cared for, and, sadly, I thought it was 
going to be too expensive and not ever be as sound, energy-wise, as we 
wanted it to be. We had to start over from scratch. It took us over three 
years to get the new house built. We had to rent locally before moving in 
here in 2017 as a family. 

Is it a functioning farm? 
It is a fully functioning farm, open all year long. We have a little over 
nine acres, with three acres as orchards. We predominantly have various 
apples, but we also have Connecticut peaches, and about three acres with 
almost 30 different types of produce. The other third of the acreage is for 
the house and living. We just finished extensive construction of a brand-
new barn that includes a farm store. We have other farmers we work with, 
and sometimes we’ll feature their crop because we are strictly seasonal. 
We don’t have a blank farm or a hot house or anything that allows us to 
grow out of season, so everything is authentically available when we are 
able to produce it. We have three employees and over 600 chickens, which 
is our primary business. We supply other restaurants and other markets. 
We do all the farmers markets, too, and we have our own market on site. 
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Living on a farm has always been a dream of mine!
I’ll invite you over for coffee! I feel like everyone romanticizes farm life. 
I grew up on an island in South Carolina, and I would pretend to be 
a mermaid, and dream about marrying some guy whose dream it was 
to have a farm. Fortunately, both of us have full-time careers that afford 
us this luxury, because it is a tough, tough existence if you try to live 
exclusively off farming. It’s great for our family, and the kids love it, but 
it’s quite challenging. I’ve learned a lot. 

We know you’re a Southern girl at heart. How did growing up 
in the South impact your design aesthetic?
I think one notable aspect of Southern design is that it usually has a 

very strong foundation and is rooted in a historical context. I grew up 
with a mother who was an English professor, but funnily enough, she 
loved decorating and making a home. I think those seeds were planted 
by her when we were on the hunt in fancy antique stores in downtown 
Charleston. She just loved “the find,” and I did as well. I majored in 
political science and psychology before I went to the New York School 
of Interior Design. Ultimately, I think that creative part of my brain won 
out. But Southern culture is layered; it’s very nuanced. I love the beauty of 
something that has a story—that isn’t so perfect or staged. When you look 
for the soul of something, its appeal can meet you on many levels, and not 
just because it looks pretty sitting in a space. 
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above: A chandelier is the 
center of attention, but the 

Miles Redd for Schumacher 
chinoiserie wallpaper 

follows closely behind. right: 
Cooler blue and green tones 

harmonize perfectly with 
warmer gold and brown tones 

in the dining room. 
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This space is impeccably 
styled—even down to 
the book covers, which 
complete the color story 
found in the art on the 
wall, the flowers, and the 
furniture. And who says 
you can’t have a seashell 
accent pillow in your 
glamorous farmhouse? 
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What are three non-negotiables for you to have in your own 
home? 
Since we have dogs, we come in dirty, and we have so many children 
and people over, our mudroom is important. That little area of transition 
allows us to come in and be messy before we move through the rest of 
our home. Our dogs stay there; it’s the catch-all zone. For this home, 
we could not exist without it. I did use marble, and one of the bases of 
my foundation of design is my love for construction, and my materials 
tend to be fairly classic. I know that there are always design trends, but 
I find other ways to include them. I’m never very trendy when it comes 
to kitchens or bathrooms, or areas that date pretty well. I guess my other 
one is: you have to be fluid, and you have to be able to adapt. Everyone’s 
life is structured differently; you should never be pegged as that person 

who only has a specific look or formula, because then you’re just limiting 
yourself. You should try to remain open and adaptable to whatever that 
home needs. 

How did you arrive at the idea of combining this farmhouse/
country feeling with the more modern/glamorous rooms? 
How did you tie those styles together? 
I’d say that’s part of my personal approach. So, again, being Southern—
you inherit, right? You have things that your family’s had, and you have to 
include those, because it wouldn’t be home without them. There are some 
people who just want fresh, and they start with everything new, but I had 
a lot of existing items from inventory. My parents and grandparents are 
gone, so I’ve inherited so much. And that’s what makes my home mine. 

left: Something old (a gilded mirror), something new (modern brickwork in the fireplace), something borrowed (fresh-cut flowers from the farm),  
and something blue (a pair of adorable patterned stools). right: A quiet nook for working or escaping into a book.
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Then again, I have this husband who is far more rustic than I am, and he 
always jokes that we’re like beauty and the beast. Our home represents 
us. He’s a little rougher around the edges: he wanted a farmhouse, but 
he married a Southern girl who lived in Charleston, which is a more 
formal atmosphere. So I had antiques; I had other stuff we added to the 
mix, and that is probably one thing that sets me apart: I’m not afraid to 
mix it up. I think you want to walk into a space and have an element of 
the unexpected. If I’m designing for someone else, I may temper that a 
little bit, but I think it’s interesting and it harkens back, historically, to 
the grand tour era. When very wealthy aristocratic families went abroad 
and experienced other cultures, they wanted to bring artifacts and very 
different things home, because it proved to society that they had the 
means to be well traveled and educated. I think your home should tell 
your story. 

Tell me about the gorgeous wood used for the beam ceilings 
and trim accents. 
I like to incorporate a ton of architectural salvage. I have sources from 
the East and West coasts that I source from. That wood came from New 
Hampshire; I was driving my daughter to camp one year, and we went to 
a salvage yard. Our front door is from a late 1800’s townhouse from the 
Upper East Side. Most people are surprised our house is new construction! 
The fireplace wood, a lot of the lighting, and some other pieces in the 
entry hall, like those tall columns, are all salvaged. The columns are from 
President Taft’s apartment in New York. He had a massive rotunda that 
mimicked the Capitol Building, and one of the dealers that I worked with 
had the entire series. We couldn’t even replicate a lot of those details today 
if we wanted to. They give the house more depth and character.

How did the kitchen come together? 

My husband and I realized we wanted one open space where everyone can 
gather, and he wanted a more modern, farmhouse kitchen, which I think 
really connected to what we were accomplishing there. He collects antique 
signs, so he was happy seeing those placed around the room. They all tell 
a fun story for us when we look at them. He’s also the one who introduced 
me to painted furniture, a lot of which we had already. We got it decades 
ago when it wasn’t as popular or as expensive.

How often are you redesigning your spaces (if at all)?
I don’t think the foundation of a house should be too trendy, because the 
easiest way to date a structure is to look at its kitchen and bathrooms. 
But if you find a pillow you absolutely love, and transition a few things 
out here and there, that’s really the easiest way to keep up with trends. 
I’m reading magazines and looking for inspiration voraciously, so my 
eye knows. But it’s also about the investment. If you’re going to invest 
in artwork or building a new bathroom and kitchen, you’re not doing 
yourself any favors by making them too trendy, because you will be forced 
to replace them sooner or later. Bedding is an easy, quick way to update 
a space. And because of our lifestyle—with kids and dogs allowed on 
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“I don’t think the 
foundation of a house 

should be too trendy, 
because the easiest way 
to date a structure is  

to look at its kitchen 
and bathrooms.” 

—olivia charney

above: The open 
floor plan in the 
kitchen creates 
inviting spaces to 
gather in.
opposite page: 
Antique signs 
collected by Olivia’s 
husband bring 
whimsy and good 
memories into the 
kitchen.

left: Salvaged wood 
beam ceilings add 
height and texture. 
Pops of red and blue 
brighten the neutral 
cabinetry. 



furniture—I do find that I’ll replace bedding more often than anything. 
I love tablescapes, so I’m always buying new tablecloths or runners or 
china, and that’s just a better approach to trying to be trendy. 

Any future plans for the house and property?

There’s an expression: “A good house is never done.” It takes a long time 
for a farm to really establish itself; fruit trees take six years, at least. We’re 
just starting to enjoy the fruits of our labor and finally settle in. We had a 
terrible barn fire, so we had to build a new one, and I’m finally putting my 
flower garden in. And even after living here for a few years, we have just 
finished the second floor. So, it took a while, but we’ve rebuilt stronger and 
safer. We had a big sleepover barn party in June, and you should have seen 
how happy the kids were. They were in the fields picking strawberries, 
catching frogs, playing flashlight tag. We had s’mores and a bonfire, and 

top: Subway tile and mirrored black 
cabinetry add a contemporary twist to the 
home’s country farmhouse look.
bottom: Warm wood tones accentuate 
the light already coming in through the 
bathroom window. right: The most rustic 
room in the house is the husband’s favorite 
retreat.
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it was good, genuine fun. Nothing contrived, nothing crazy. They thought 
the chicken coop was the coolest thing ever. They were filthy but so happy 
at the end of the day. So that’s the good thing about the farm: people love 
it. —interview by veronica schorr

Resources:

Interior Design: Olivia Charney Interior Design, 203-292-5618; oliviacharney.com

Contractor: David Walsh, Summit Development; summitdevelopment.com

Woodworker: Colonial Woodworking Inc., 203-866-5844; 

colonialwoodworkinginc.com

Upholstery and Window Coverings: Yardstick Décor, 203-330-0360; 

yardstickdecor@aol.com

left: The mudroom, an essential for this 
homeowner and mom, has a sink to take 

care of any messes (or messy little hands). 
top: A cement floor makes cleanup even 

more of a breeze. bottom: Ample storage 
means coats, shoes, hats, and bags are 

kept tidy and out of the way.
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homebound
BOLD: The Interiors 
of Drake/Anderson 
by Jamie Drake and Caleb 
Anderson with Judith Nasatir 
Rizzoli; September 2022

Drake/Anderson’s accessible 
modernist sensibility is 
exemplified by the eleven 
remarkable residences 
in BOLD, ranging from 
Manhattan to London to 
Arizona, in a full spectrum of 
rich jewel tones and alluring 
textures. 
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK

STEPHEN SILLS: A Vision 
for Design  
by Stephen Sills with Tina 
Turner (Foreword), David 
Netto (Contributor), and 
Martha Stewart (Contributor) 
Rizzoli; September 2022

Sills—named a “titan of 
design” by Elle Decor as 
well as a “dean of American 
design” by Architectural 
Digest—returns with a third 
spectacular book.
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK

SOUL: Interiors by  
Orlando Diaz-Azcuy 
by Orlando Diaz-Azcuy with 
Jorge S. Arango 
Rizzoli; October 2022

Bringing soul to modernism 
is Diaz-Azcuy’s greatest 
legacy, as well as the subject 
of this book. Each residence 
featured in these pages is 
essentially simple, functional, 
and beautiful, achieved with 
exactitude, attention to 
detail, and craftsmanship. 
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK

INSIDE: At Home with 
Great Designers 
by Phaidon Editors 
Phaidon Press; October 2022

A stunning collection of the 
homes of sixty celebrated 
contemporary global 
designers and decorators.
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF PHAIDON PRESS
INTERIOR IMAGE: MANU RODRÍGUEZ

THE ELEGANT LIFE: Rooms 
That Welcome and Inspire 
by Alex Papachristidis with 
Harry Slatkin (Foreword) and 
Mitchell Owens (Contributor) 
Rizzoli; September 2022

With a mix of elegant and 
modern styles—assembled 
to create timeless spaces—
Alex Papachristidis has 
evolved his decorating 
over the past decade, with 
the incorporation of more 
artisanal furniture and 
artwork. 
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK 

THE ULTIMATE BATH 
by Barbara Sallick with  
Peter Sallick (Foreword),  
Gil Schafer, Nickey Kehoe, 
Brigette Romanek, and Miles 
Redd (Contributors) 
Rizzoli; September 2022

A glamorous look at the bath, 
featuring the very best work 
from designers in dreamy, 
escapist settings. Gathered 
together, these spaces 
seduce, delight, and serve as 
a visual blueprint for readers 
looking to create rest, refuge, 
and beauty at home. 
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK

WORKSHOP/APD HOMES: 
Architecture, Interiors, and 
the Spaces Between 
by Andrew Kotchen and Matt 
Berman with Marc Kristal  
Rizzoli; September 2022

This is the first book from 
award-winning interior 
design and architecture 
firm Workshop/APD, with 
projects ranging from sleek 
Manhattan apartments to 
shingle-style getaways. 
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF RIZZOLI  
NEW YORK

SHINGLE AND STONE:  
Thomas Kligerman Houses 
by Thomas Kligerman 
Monacelli; October 2022

Kligerman’s third book is an 
inspirational architectural 
collection that presents 
the contemporary take on 
traditional design for which 
he is best known. Pore over 
twenty years of projects—
including sketches and 
renderings—and the stories 
behind them.
COVER IMAGE COURTESY OF MONACELLI

T H E  L A T E S T  I N  M U S T - R E A D  D E S I G N  B O O K S
by veronica schorr
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